
Better Kitchens Start Here

Storage 
Solutions



Get organized  
from the start.

Your new kitchen deserves the very best in  

organization and functionality. JSI offers  

premium storage solutions that revolutionize  

the interior of your cabinetry and create a kitchen 

truly tailored to your needs. Staying organized  

has never been simpler!

From high-tech to do-it-yourself,  
you’re sure to discover space  
transforming solutions.
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Base Accessories
SOFT-CLOSE WASTE AND RECYCLING PULLOUT
Keep unsightly waste and unruly recycling neatly 
tucked away with this base cabinet pullout. Featuring 
an all-wood design and soft-close action, this waste 
and recycling pullout is a must have.

GLIDEWARE PULLOUT
The search for missing pot and pan lids is over. 
Overbuilt with solid-wood and steel hooks, this 
soft-close storage solution effortlessly stores 
even your heaviest cookware.

SOFT-CLOSE ROLLOUT TRAY
Why reach inside your cabinet when everything  
you need can come to you? Our very own rollout  
trays feature solid-wood, dovetail joinery, and  
smooth, soft-close action.

For more inspiration, check out our
Designer and Premier style brochures.





Base Accessories
SPICE RACK PULLOUT
Transform otherwise wasted filler space into a  
spices and seasonings hub. Each pullout is crafted 
with natural solid maple, chrome plated railings and 
stabilizing, full-extension glides. 

TRAY DIVIDER PULLOUT
Introducing your bakeware’s best friend! Versatility  
is at the center of its design with the flexibility to  
remove the center racks for larger items or add  
them back in to secure smaller wares.

DOUBLE EASY ACCESS CORNER PANTRY
This double shelf unit has two full-extension drawers  
that provide easy access to contents and offers  
efficient space utilization of the corner cabinet.

For more inspiration, check out our
Designer and Premier style brochures.





Drawer Accessories
CHARGING DRAWER SYSTEM
Charging stations are a necessity, but having plugs 
scattered throughout your home with power adapters 
and wires dangling from your walls is unsightly. Now 
you can charge all your electronics together in one 
hidden, organized location.

TIERED CUTLERY DRAWER
Conveniently double-up your drawer space with 
Rev-A-Shelf’s two-tiered cutlery drawer. Soft-close 
action and solid-wood dovetail construction gives 
this storage solution an ultra-premium finish.

UTENSIL TRAY INSERT
Keep your large utensils close at hand with the over-sized 
compartments of this drawer insert. Expertly crafted with 
natural maple and protective finish, the Utensil Tray Insert 
is sure to last the lifetime of your kitchen.

For more inspiration, check out our
Designer and Premier style brochures.





Drawer Accessories
WOOD SPICE DRAWER INSERTS
A convenient alternative to the Spice Rack Pullout,  
this insert’s installation is a breeze. Just set it in  
your drawer for instant organization.

STAINLESS STEEL SINK FRONT TIP-OUT TRAYS
The best kept secret for your sink cabinet.  
Keep sponges, brushes, and more, neatly  
and conveniently hidden away in this  
self-holding and soft-closing tip-out tray.

DRAWER PEG SYSTEMS
Organizing deep drawers is easy with our wood peg sys-
tem. Available in three standard sizes, each size  
can be trimmed to fit and with easy drop-in installation. 
Take your drawers from drab and messy to chic and 
orderly within seconds.

For more inspiration, check out our
Designer and Premier style brochures.





Wall Accessories
APPLIANCE PULLOUT
The back of the cabinet above your oven or  
refrigerator can be one of the hardest places  
to reach. Rev-A-Shelf has designed an above  
the appliance pullout organizer that brings  
hard-to-reach items to your fingertips.

TIERED WALL FILLER PULLOUT
Create functionality in otherwise lost space  
with a 3” or 6” Tiered Wall Filler Pullout; 
the ideal storage spot for drinkware, ramekins,  
and other petite cookware.

PANTRY PULLOUT
Turn your pantry into a storage superstar. Large,  
chrome-dipped shelves support a total of 200 lbs.  
and soft-close slides ensure reliable function.

For more inspiration, check out our
Designer and Premier style brochures.





Wine Accessories 
Beautifully display your beloved wine collection and 
keep your wine glasses within easy reach.

X WINE RACK
Show off your wine collection in style. Each X Wine  
Rack is color matched to your cabinetry creating  
a custom look.

LATTICE WINE RACK
Uniquely designed to keep corks from drying out,  
the Lattice Rack proudly displays a dozen bottles  
of your finest wines.

STEMWARE HOLDER
The perfect pairing for your Lattice Wine Rack, 
the Stemware Holder attaches directly to the base  
and securely holds up to 24 stemmed glasses.

For more inspiration, check out our
Designer and Premier style brochures.





485 Commerce Dr.
Fall River, MA 02720

p: 800-239-0036
d: 508-675-4722

e: customerservice@jsicabinetry.com

jsicabinetry.com

Scan to view our full product lineup and see
how our cabinetry can look in your home!


